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The ultimate guide to preventing lost

sales on your ecommerce

How to Protect Your Ecommerce Store from Critical Errors
You work extremely hard to build a loyal customer base and every eyeball on your
website is an opportunity to get a sale. You’ve ensured that the look and feel of your
online store reflects your brand's story and that customers are provided with an
amazing experience. Countless hours, days, and months have gone into your
ecommerce website and you want the peace of mind knowing that everything is
functional.

A dreaded situation arises when your customer wants to make a purchase and
cannot because of an ecommerce error. You lose the sale and the customer for life.

DID YOU KNOW

Acquiring a
customer costs
25x more than

retaining an
existing one

Havard Business Review

There are many different reasons why errors

occur on your ecommerce website. Third

party integrations, different browsers/devices

and human errors can alter the code in your

website and create devastating errors that

may go unnoticed until a customer reaches

out and emails about the issue.

 

Who knows how many customers before that

experienced the same bug and the loss of

sales could be huge. $1,000, $10,000,

$100,000…? Who knows what the impact

could have been on the bottom line.

 

You may think that your third party

development shop or in-house team would

have tools to ensure that errors NEVER

happen on your site.

This is simply not the reality.

It is difficult to capture every single action that happens on your ecommerce website.
Whether it is a new app install or inventory update, frequent changes affect the
functionality of your ecommerce website.
 
Without manually checking the functionality of your entire website every hour you
cannot ensure the safety of your ecommerce website - putting your hard work to get
customers on your website at risk.
 
We understand just how painful critical ecommerce errors are to your business
and your customers.



Every ecommerce manager should be

ensuring that their site is free from critical

errors that prevent their customers from

making a purchase. 

 

 

This ebook gives you 6 important things to

check on your site to ensure your store is free

from damaging errors. We’ve also provided

information on an app that top retailers use

to detect critical errors so you can have

peace of mind knowing your store is error

free.

PEACE OF MIND



Properly sync your inventory database with your

ecommerce website

When you have a bridge between your inventory database and ecommerce database a
lot can go wrong. Items, colors, variants, prices and more can be missing or incorrectly
inputted. This is because your ecommerce provider automatically assumes that the
inventory update is ok and will allow for variant errors. In order to ensure you are not
losing sales as a result of inventory errors it is important to:
 
            1.  Ensure your CSV upload is free from errors. Manually review your file           
                 before uploading.
 
            2.  After an upload, do a quality assurance check on your ecommerce 
                 website to ensure variants and items are correct.
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Performing quality assurance after every inventory update will give you the peace of
mind to ensure that when a customer wants to purchase a medium, black sweater, they
will be able to, without any issue.
 
Below is a representation of a spread sheet that is correctly uploaded into Magento.
You can see that their is no missing information and that quantity is set to an amount
greater than 0. 
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DID YOU KNOW

Online retailers
can lose up to

$500K for every
minute they are

down
PagerDuty



Check broken links, and fix them

The thought of a customer clicking on an item with the intent to purchase and being
served with a 404 error is a dreadful thought for many ecommerce managers. You risk
losing a sale and that hard earned customer may bounce from your website forever. 
 
There are many reasons why a broken link may appear on your website. Broken urls,
third party integrations, and redesigns can result in dead links infecting your web store.
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The good news is you can proactively check for broken links at any given time and fix
them. There are various online link checkers that are free and can provide you the
peace of mind of knowing that your links are all up to date.
 
 



Be aware of language errors

When operating a site in multiple languages, there comes a high probability of language
errors. English on the french site and vice versa is enough to get a customer scurrying
to your competitors. Having these errors reflects poorly of your brand image and
customers see this as unprofessional.
 
Additionally, grammar mistakes create an eye sore and you want to ensure that
your website has consistent grammar throughout.
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Follow these tips to ensure a consistent brand experience: 
 
 
                1.   Triple check your website copy everytime it goes live for language           
                      errors. Maintain a log of common language errors. 
 
                2.   Use grammarly to double check your website copy prior to going live.
 
 
When a customer receives a consistent brand experience they are more likely to execute a
purchase, refer a customer and come back to your website. Make sure to pay extra
attention to language and grammar errors on your website.
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DID YOU KNOW

38% of people will
leave a website if

the layout or
design is

unattractive
Adobe



Test your contact forms

Contact forms are key to a successful ecommerce company and when they go down
customers cannot connect to you. This results in lost sales and opportunity for future
sales. Contact forms are used by customers frequently and their functionality will
ensure that your customers maintain communication during their customer journey.
 
It’s important to ensure your contact forms are fully functional.
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Ensure you are testing your contact forms on a regular basis. The key forms to check are
your contact forms, email subscriber list and your checkout form. 
 
Check to see if the fields are working correctly and being updated in the database. Perform
a test at least once a week to ensure functionality. 
 
Mailchimp offers an integration to most ecommerce platforms and allows for your mailing
list to be updated automatically. This gives you peace of mind knowing that email signups
are correctly being stored in your mailing list.
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DID YOU KNOW

2/3 of consumers
expect a same

day response to
queries about a

product of service
Marketer's Paradox of Strategy



Track your add-to-cart functionality

When your customer cannot add a product to their cart two things happen: 
 
 
             1.   You lose the sale 
             2.   You lose the customer to a competitor
 
 
You are only notified of the issue when a customer contacts you but who knows how
many customers before that have experienced the same issue? Maybe, you will have
stumbled upon the bug beforehand but the issue is that there are so many different
things that can go wrong with the add-to-cart functionality that it is extremely difficult to
capture all errors naturally. 
 
 
The different sets of browsers, operating systems, and devices in combination with 3rd
party apps creates the perfect storm for undetected critical add-to-cart issues that
hinder your customers experience.
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DID YOU KNOW

32% of
customers say
they will walk

away after one
bad experience.

Price Waterhouse Coopers



The best thing you can do to prevent lost sales is install Noibu for your ecommerce store.
Noibu allows you have peace of mind by detecting critical ecommerce errors including add-
to-cart before your customers experience the error. 
 
 
Noibu detects the critical error and then sends you a technical report on the issue
allowing you to resolve the issue as quickly as possible to ensure you never lose a
sale.
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The beauty of it is it’s simple to get started and use right away: 
 
 
          1.   Choose your plan on our pricing page 
 
          2.   Noibu sends you simple instructions on how to get started
 
          3.   Noibu begins monitoring your website
 
          4.   When an error is detected, you are instantly notified via SMS and email
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Make sure your checkout is error free

Having a functional checkout is core to your ecommerce business. It is the endpoint of
your customer journey and of course the engine that allows you to continue doing what
you love. The reality is there is a lot of things that can go wrong with the checkout. 
 
 
A lot of these issues lie in the checkout page itself. Checkout form fields can be
malfunctioning because of app integrations and page redesigns. The checkout button
itself can show the loading sign for an infinite time. This is because the checkout button
is not talking to the actual payment system. 
 
 
We recommend that you install the Noibu application to ensure your checkout is
functioning at all times. The good news is that Noibu will notify you as soon as
there is a checkout malfunction.
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The best way to get peace of mind for your store is by knowing that your core ecommerce
functions are working like they should be. 
 
You can rest easy once you install Noibu and focus on what matters, making more sales.
You can save time and headaches from customers notifying you of their inability to
purchase. 
 
Get started with Noibu today by selecting one of our plans here.
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DID YOU KNOW

54% of shoppers will
purchase products

left in their basket, if
those products are
offered at a lower

price
nchannel

https://www.noibu.com/plans-pricing
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